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Opinions can be expressed outside of where they are 
expected – or in other than their usual forms – even in 
other forms than we desire. They do not even have to 
be optimized for a political reality or how we imagine 
the time they’re expressed in or the person behind 
them. There may be a third way, beyond the established 
narratives or polarities of good and evil, right or wrong, 
present or future. The map does not necessarily have to 
fit the terrain, if we by “terrain” mean existing codices for 
correct thinking and behavior. Asymmetry is particularly 
well suited as a tool for inventing other ways of imagining 
the cartography at hand without binding imagination to a 
particular cartographical ideology. This is a risky practice 
that should not be rejected. 

A crucial scene in David Fincher’s Fight Club (1999) has 
the nameless main character  – played by Edward Norton 
– about to be fired from his job because he is unable 
to fulfil his duties as employee (caused by his nightly 
activities and insomnia, which in this case, however, is 
irrelevant). 

When he is told to report to his boss for a long awaited 
showdown with his superior we all assume that the 
power structure is set in stone – there can be no doubt 
– his boss will crush him. This is it. But no; something 
unexpected happens, something untimely in Nietzsche’s 
words. Something altogether different occurs, contrary to 
the logics of the workplace. The story involves a certain 
amount of understanding of who has power and who has 
not, and which of them that is in a position to define the 
sequence of events. Behind worker and capitalist, and the 
roles involved, a space opens up in the social fabric where 
it is possible to register a whole different set of conditions 
behind the events. The opportunities this creates are like 
the rabbit’s hole in Alice in Wonderland; a dream world 
which suddenly becomes real. 

Instead of being thrown out of the office with a final 
message that he is fired, he beats himself up. While 
violently trashing his own face he throws himself across 
the boss’ glass table. His face is bleeding from the wounds 
he has inflicted on himself and his body twists in pain. 
It is brutal. He suddenly becomes victim and aggressor. 
Disbelieving, his superior realizes that he is no longer in 
charge, at least not of the situation at hand. 

”No, no more, I can’t take it anymore!” the former 
employee screams.” Give me a solid bonus, and I’ll be out 
of your sight.”

The boss realizes that there is no way he can call security. 
There is no way he can convince them that his version of 
the story is right; reality has suddenly become redefined. 
The rebel, the former employee, receives his bonus and 
leaves as conqueror. Like a magician. As free man. As a 
master of escape. As a person who, in Nietzche’s words, 
applies the hammer to philosophy and redefines its 
values. 

What is really happening here?

The material conditions for who is in charge or not, the 
blueprint of the agents’ identity, pulls away from reality 
as we know it, and loses its iron grip on objects and 
bodies. Values and roles become indistinct. The Norton-
character upends a seemingly fixed power structure 
between master and slave by acting out the master’s 
power play. The relationship between employer and 
employee, capitalism’s cornerstone, is not subjected to 
permanent change, but in this micro revolution the rules 
of the game for a while becomes void. But sufficiently void. 
The little strip of opportunity; at certain coordinates 
on a map of conventional power, gives us a glimpse of a 
different world. 

A world where everything is possible.  

It shows that the struggle between David and Goliath is far 
from over – and that the giant with all his power remains 
unprepared for the youngling’s slingshot. Goliat had only 
contempt for his adversary who wasn’t clad in warrior’s 
clothes. He was small, with no armour and seemingly 
unarmed. A boy, not a man. But David knew that the 
social structures that uphold oppression and restricts 
imagination could be destroyed and replaced with a more 
flexible system. This knowledge was sufficient to destroy 
Goliath; sufficient to hit the unconquered giant with a 
killing strike between the eyes, the only place not covered 
in armour. 

«Facts should inspire imagination rather than tying it down». 
 Susan Buck–Morss, Hegel, Haiti and Universal Knowledge.

«In order to beat your enemy you have to beat the shit out of yourself» 
Slavoj Zizek, The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema. 

A Loving Hate
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This, unheard of, shuffling of a situation’s separate 
components and the shift in consensus it involves, is 
highly interesting, and provides a space for action we 
normally never investigate. In fact it is often completely 
invisible to us, and is usually never part of the general 
structures we comply with or are bound by. The micro-
revolution we witness in the myth about David and 
Goliat and Fight Club reflects actions we, as citizens, 
usually never engage in, since they contradict all rules 
of behaviour. A space opens up, in which the distance 
between whom we are, our opinions and roles, become 
separated from vigour, from our position as subjects in 
the order of things and events. The Norton- character 
and David initiate a form of pure agency, detached from 
the narratives that make them who they are – and the 
social game they play. They manifest the eruptive power 
embedded in the invisible web of opportunities that exist 
below the general and socially acceptable democratic 
roles we often assume, and identify with. A small-scale 
revolution. 

“What do you have to do when there’s no way out?”, the 
French neuro-philosopher Catherine Malabou asks in her 
interesting essay about the phenomenology of trauma, 
Ontology of the accident. Do you lie down and die? Give 
up? Not at all. When there’s no way out, no escape or 
no enemy to resist, the lack of ways out must become the 
way out – the impossibility of escape becomes the way to 
escape by assuming its form. The way out is impossibility 
per se: When you meet the wall you draw a door and walk 
out, although in reality it isn’t there. Like in Who Framed 
Roger Rabbit we need to invent portable holes that can be 
instantly used once you know they exist. 

But in order to know, in order to find the hole or door 
where no passage exists, one must become one’s own 
escape; become someone else and create an alternative 
identity. Create metamorphosis. Like Gregor Samsa in 
Kafka’s Metamorphosis escapes indentured servancy by 
becoming an insect, a beetle, and thereby enters a new 
reality with a different set of rules, the main character in 
Fight Club steps out of his social network’s regulations 
by merging the role of master and slave. This not only 
causes a momentary rift in the social fabric, but also 
in the biographical fabric: For a moment the Norton-
character not only act out his superior’s role; he becomes 
the abuser, the master, by being more superior than his 
superior. This exaggeration of the narrative creates new 
narratives. 

Denne tilsynelatende absurde situasjonen er interessant 
foThis seemingly absurd situation is interesting in the 
fact that it makes the vigour of a subject visible. Social 
change is in this case not based on a universal utopian 
model where change is inextricably linked to a collective 
movement – as it were during the Russian Revolution 

in 1917 or in Paris in 1889 – but social change as an 
individual phenomenon where persons are recruited 
and engaged as revolutionary subjects. In this case we 
can sense revolutionary change, without the utopian 
ideas that have lead subjects towards a moment of 
revolution through history. Outside the environment 
of a utopian narrative. A rift in the social fabric appears 
which redefines the social fantasies societies are built on, 
according to the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek. We 
are not only discussing actions, however. The small scale 
revolution is only one of the factors involved.

Change may occur in unexpected places, it doesn’t have 
to be optimal to existing political reality or comply with 
the views of individuals behind the artist. Many get lost in 
this jumble, and the artist Morten Traavik has had to face a 
lot of misunderstanding since he distinctly deviates from 
the established consensus and seemingly becomes an ally 
for a morally corrupt regime in North Korea. The think-
tank Civita, and in particular the historian Bård Larsen, 
seems fixed in his opinion. By Larsen and several others 
Traavik has been accused of assuming unreasonable, 
ridiculous or reprehensible positions with his art, but the 
point here is not to discuss whether Traavik’s “position” is 
justifiable or not.  It is far too easy to reduce the question 
of an artist’s ideas or political position to personal, 
moral habitus – an artist’s work is a small theatre with 
many powers and strategies at play. The theatre is in 
this case not a system of relativistic abandonment of 
values or respect for fellow man in the name of art. His 
art can, in my opinion, be seen as productive disturbance 
or displacement of the premises for dialogue. Traavik’s 
positions are like pawns in a game, a strategic game. “I 
am much more inspired when I am surrounded by e.g 
war criminals, diplomats, political commissars, beggars 
or experts on landmines than by fellow artists”, Traavik 
says in an interview with the journal Minerva. He seems 
to take the position of the gullible dissenter who, with no 
form of justification, becomes an ally with powers whose 
actions and attitudes he defends, simply by association. 
But it is not that simple.

In Morten Traavik’s project Yes, we love this country!  the 
Norwegian independence day is celebrated in North 
Korea with a performance of Aha’s Take on me, by the 
North Korean accordion quintet Kum Song Music School 
together with the Norwegian Frode Haltli.  The specifically 
Norwegian cultural content is mediated by North Korean 
performers in a North Korean setting. Format and content 
do not correlate; a self-adulating celebration combined 
with national icons from Aha is entirely misplaced in 
the setting. Or for that matter the play Kardemomyang, 
in which he uses North Korean children as actors in a 
charmingly simple Norwegian play by Thorbjørn Egner 
where everything is acceptable as long as we “are kind 
to each other and not bullies”. The play creates a link 
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between a brutal regime and a simplified version of 
goodness that doesn’t work – and that doesn’t signal a 
way to sensibly address the issue. In the first part of the 
film The Promised Land there is a similar assembly of a 
North Korean and Norwegian reality, where Norwegian 
soldiers create visual panoramas guided by North Korean 
instructors. We have seen North Korean people create 
similar images by synchronically moving posters, at 
sports events, for example. The Norwegian soldiers do it 
with images of ME/WE. This combination does not add up 
either, since our realities are so different – yet they have 
been mounted together and spliced to create a single 
sequence.

Traavik often chooses the wrong agents as partners or 
stages situations that are so absurd that they disintegrate, 
but still manage to communicate in terms of how the 
works illustrate the differences. In the installation Yes/
No, he uses two military tanks decorated in the UN’s blue 
colour with the simple dichotomy Yes/No.  This is another 
example of a simplified perspective applied to a complex 
world that doesn’t function properly. In the work Honest 
John, Hærværk 1, he adorns a rocket with a giant condom. 
War, represented by tanks, cannot be reduced to simple 
dichotomies – nor is it possible to protect against the 
brutal effects of war by using contraception. Of course it 
isn’t. In other cases he is more direct when he distributes 
politically incorrect leaflets and pays gypsies to sell 
spinoff products from his own art, or, when he, with 
reference to North Korea, becomes an ally to the planet’s 
worst regime. 

At least here, in the friction between two opposite levels 
of reality that never blend or correspond, a cognitive 
vacuum may emerge and a shift in premises for dialogue 
may alter. This grafting of diverging hegemonies on 
reality, impossible to imagine together, reveals a third 
alternative: the reality that appears when the seams in 
the usual systems burst. Again, and with reference to 
Fight Club and the antagonistic duo of David and Goliath 
it is a reshuffling of values, the social roles we play and 
our positions that are shifted.  

At this point – as an extension of  Miss Landmine – 
the Austrian theatre director and artist Christoph 
Schlingensief comes to mind. In a long series of explicitly 
politically incorrect performances and exhibitions he 
agitated the public as well as the cultural establishment.  
During the performance Auslander Raus he staged a Big 
Brother-competition where the audience were given 
the opportunity to vote out illegal aliens. The winner 
would be given Austrian citizenship through a pro-
forma marriage. During the weeks long performance 
Schlingensief presented morally dubious and seemingly 
fascist attitudes to the public.  He wrote articles, appeared 
in talk-shows and radio programs. He was a fascist and a 

racist. He appeared to become someone else. Or perhaps 
what he did was to act aspects of the late capitalist 
system through the hyperbole. He merged latent racism, 
exemplified by Jörg Haider, with the dramaturgy of the 
popular reality show Big Brother. And in excesses he 
forced these issues until breaking point. 

Schlingensief and Traavik – however different they may 
be – raise the question of the site of radical change. Who 
can instigate the revolution and where does it begin? 
The revolution has its own etiquette, not just dinner 
parties among the bourgeoisie. Unless it is adhered to, 
or unless we abide by all the tacit requirements, the 
collective has difficulty defining itself as revolutionary 
subject. As Susan Buck–Morss demonstrates with utmost 
clarity in her book about the Haitian revolution, the 
rebellion among the weak may occur within an entirely 
different geographical realm than the one preferred by 
the revolution’s witnesses. As opposed to the French 
revolution’s advocating ideas of equality and freedom 
the Haitian slaves, as the only people in history, realize 
the ideals of the French, she writes, which confirms that 
the Carribean may be an equally valid environment to 
implement ideas of Enlightenment as Paris. Buck–Morss 
demonstrates that exterior conditions, geographical 
coordinates, can be fluid and even require entirely 
new maps. The terrain is illegible unless we invent it. 
Catherine Malbou, on the other hand, describes a similar 
reshuffling of an emotional terrain and how we in order 
to understand it need to abandon the old maps and invent 
new ones. Since we are in another place we have become 
someone else. The coordinates are no longer the same – 
they are destroyed and emerge in a different form in what 
Malabou describes as “destructive plasticity”. 

What we are discussing is the invention of changing form 
and that this is a possibility in an environment where 
entirely new opportunities appear in the rift between 
established narratives. This is not a singular relationship 
between the individual’s imagination and giving it a 
language or expression.  This type of expressive mythology 
occludes the relationship between philosophies and 
their manifestations or implementations. What Traavik 
is trying to do – at least this is how we can interpret his 
actions – is to act in a similar way to the Norton-character 
in Fight Club, in order to separate the citizen from his 
vigour and thereby localize a field of friction between 
possibilities and impossibilities, between the visible 
and the invisible. He doesn’t sketch a utopian space or 
subscribe to any devious ideology, but he investigates 
opportunities and the spaces these opportunities create 
when the subject’s vigour is radicalized. 
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